ALUMINUM SPINNAKER POLE
CUSTOMER ACKNOWLEDGEMENT ORDER FORM

CUSTOMER NAME: ____________________________ DATE: __________

SHIPPING ADDRESS: ____________________________________________

PHONE NO./FAX NO.: ____________________________________________

VESSEL BRAND*: SI ZE: J DIMENSION: ____________________________

APPROVED PURCHASE ORDER: ______________________________________

1. UXP - UXP (LATCH END)  2. UTR - UTR (TRIGGER END)

3. UTS - UXP/UTR/UGPS (SOCKET - LATCH/TRIGGER/GRAND PRIX)

4. BRIDLE RETRACTOR OPTION (ON TS END POLES ONLY)

THE INFORMATION (DIMENSIONS) PROVIDED ON THIS FORM BY YOU, THE CUSTOMER, IS WHAT WILL BE BUILT. ANY CHANGES TO ANY PART OF THIS FORM, OR CANCELLATION AFTER RECEIVED BY FORESPAR, MAY INCUR ADDITIONAL CHARGES OR MAY NOT BE POSSIBLE AFTER CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION BEGINS. LEAD TIME BEGINS UPON RECEIPT AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF THIS COMPLETED FORM BY FORESPAR.

POLE DIAMETER: ___________ INBOARD END: ___________ OUTBOARD END: ___________

Please place an X in Yes/No boxes and use feet and inches for dimensional inputs.

* Vessel Brand is very important.

FORESPAR PRODUCTS CORP.
22322 GILBERTO
RANCHO SANTA MARGARITA, CA  92688
PHONE (949) 858-8820  FAX (949) 858-0505  EMAIL sales@forespar.com